Rationality, Management Learning and Education:
Reconceiving and Reinvigorating the Role of Reason in
Managerial Practice
an

ACADEMY OF MANAGEMENT LEARNING & EDUCATION
PAPER DEVELOPMENT WORKSHOP
Friday, March 1, 2019
REGISTER: https://aom.link/AMLE_Boston
Location: University of Massachusetts, Boston USA
The editors of Academy of Management Learning & Education (AMLE) invite
applications for a Paper Development Workshop (PDW) connected to a Special Issue in
AMLE.
The workshop will be hosted by the Department of Management, College of
Management, University of Massachusetts Boston, USA on March 1, 2019.
There will be two other paper development workshops for this Special Issue:
January 23, 2019 at the University of Liverpool, UK; and May 9–10, 2019 at
Copenhagen Business School, Denmark.
There will be introductory presentations and the main focus of the workshop will
be on paper development for the Special Issue through roundtable presentations
by authors, followed by discussions of authors’ work led by at least one of the
members of the AMLE editorial team. Throughout the intent is for authors to
contribute to, and receive, actionable feedback that can then be incorporated into
their papers. Please consult the call for papers for the Special Issue for further
information on relevant topics and approaches.
As space is limited, preference will be given to participants who are presenting
working papers that demonstrate good fit with the Special Issue theme and which
show potential for development. Those who wish to have their paper reviewed
and discussed should submit an extended abstract (between 5 and 10 pages of
text) by Friday, February 8, 2019. Please note that participation at the workshop
does not guarantee the inclusion of the paper in the Special Issue.
For a registration form go to:

https://aom.link/AMLE_Boston
Scroll down to AMLE and click on “Register” to be directed to the registration
form. You can click on “Learn more” to see a version of this announcement.
Before you submit your extended abstract please make sure that it is appropriate
for AMLE by reading AMLE's Information for Contributors.
There is no fee for attending the workshop. Participants will be responsible for
their own travel and accommodation costs.
We may have places available for students and scholars who wish to attend
without submitting a working paper. In this instance, please submit your CV by
the submission deadline (Friday, February 8, 2019). Such attendees will be
accommodated if there is space on a first come, first served basis.
If you have any questions and inquiries, please contact: amle@aom.org.
If you have questions for the editorial team, then email the AMLE Editor, Bill
Foster (wfoster@ualberta.ca); or the local host Alessia Contu
(alessia.contu@umb.edu).
Preliminary program: Friday, March 1, 2019
Friday, March 1th
Morning
Welcome
Introduction
Presentations & Paper Development I
Lunch
Afternoon
Presentations & Paper Development II
Conclusions
Cultural Event

